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Commission finishes new education plan
by Deanna Gugel
edltw In chief

The Joint Legislative and Executive
Comrnision
on
Postsecondary
Education last week approved their
final recommendations for revisions in
the state educatipn system.
The proposal calls for changes in the
State University System's funding,
governance and academic standards.
Under the committee's plan, a new
board called tne Postsecondary
Education
Coordinating
Council'
would be adopted to develop a master
plan for postsecondary education institutions. The committee would also
review proposed programs for these
schools and make recommendations to
the governor and the legislature concerning budget requests.
The proposal also recommends that
the state constitution be amended ·so
that the governo~ and cabinet can no
longer act · as the State Board of
Education. The Florida Postsecondary
Education Committee would also be

abolished.
THE COMMISSION recommends in
their proposal that · the Board of Regents be expanded from 10 to 13 members, each of whom would serve sixyear terms except the student member.
The student regent would serve only a
one-year term. .
The new commission, PEC, will consist of 10 Florida citizens who have
demonstrated interest in postsecondary
education but hold no governing or
advisory position in independent
higher education. The Florida Com- ,
! missioner of Education would also be a
non-voting member.
The .PEC is not satisfactory because
there are no students on the committee,
according to Armando Payas, chairman of the State Council of Student
Body Presidents.
"Not putting a
student on the committee is a
regressive slip in the student's influence on their affairs," he said. "The entire system is for the students so they
need to have their input on that com-

mittee."

Payas says he does not believe all
students should have to take a test to
colleges and universities should
enter their junior year. "That may be
operate on a common academic calen- 1imiting access to students who don't
dar. A proposal for a semester calentest well; especially for minority
dar for the SUS was approved last
students."
Friday, by Gov . Bob Graharn and the
The Scholastic Aptitude Test and
state cabinet.
·
· American College Testing are supThe calendar will require each in- posed to indicate if students are
stitution to open its doors during the prepared for college, according to
week of Aug. 24-31, start the second
Payas.
semester Jan. 3-10 and the summer
"The committee i~ responding to the
program May 6-13. The common
need of community college students
calendar will be outlined further in the getting theii- AA who are not
prepared," he said. "But I don't think
next issued. the Future.
that type of test should be used at a
If the committee's recommendations
are applroved, students entering their - university. It's their knowledge reflected in their entrance testing and their
junior year of college will be required
1~rade point average.'.'
to .be tested "or otherwise specially
evaluated" to determine if they are
The education commission suggested
that the state evaluate funding of each ·
prepared to complete their undergraduate degree.
of the universities on the basis of need.
STUDENTS ATTENDING private ·. Under the state's· present system,
universities are allocated funds ·accorinstitutions but seeking state tuition
assistance would also be required to. ding to their enrollments.
take these exams.

THE PLAN also says community

Today's
Future
€lose
encounters
.,

Three UCF wrestlers are
participating in the NCAA
Division
Championships .
Find out · how Rich Dombrowski, Doug Peters and
Bob Wimberly hope to fare
in the matches held Feb. zg
through March 2, pq,ge 15.

-

D ra ft opposed

.

.

.

Frank Forester/Future

Anti draft registration gr~mp atte~pts to gather signatures on a petition to urge ,
legislators to oppose registration. The group is traveling in the Central Florida area to gain support.

Debafers tra-Vel to nationals

the
federal
goverrn11ent should round.
significantly stre~then the regulation
staff writer
"How far we get depends on so many
of .mass media commu·nication in the circum tances, mostly it depends on
Barry Ragsdale and Jeff Liddicoat,
United States and Puerto Rico."
champion UCF varsity debaters in last
who you hit in the prelims," Butler
But while Ragsdale and Liddicoat said.
year's regional tournaments, will not
be debating in this year's southeast . know their destiny, a second varsity
In their last debate before district
Michael eliminations, the varsity duo of
team is still waiting.
regional championships.
Instead,
they'll be among a select few going
Buchanan and Richard Milan must go Ragsdale and Liddicoa·t advanced to
through district competition.
straight tu nationals.
the octi-finals and placed in the top ten
The two received one of 16 at-large
"I think they have a 50-50 chance of at the University of Florida. Nearly
making it to nationals," said Butler.
bids awarded across the country to
120 teams partieipated.
"We are working in a very tough
teams that placed exceptionally well
Buchanan and Milan traveled to
th~oughout the year.
At-large bids
district. Out of seven districts in the Samford University in Birmingham,
eliminate district competition. The
country, five of the at-large bids went Ala . to compete in a smaller meet
two are preparing to battle teams from
to schools in the southeastern district."
where they advanced ·to the quarterHarvard, Jamestown, Dartmouth, USC
Ragsdale disagreed, "I think Jeff is finals before losing a debate.
and the University of Kentuckybeing over pessimistic. I think they
Ragsdale has high hopes for victory.
universities who also have received athave more of a ~70-30 or even 80-20 'Tm very confident that we'll do very
chance to make nationals. They've got . well, but in the finals, it almost
large bids.
motivation," Ragsdale said.
"We were hoping for the bid. I was
comes down to a flip of a coin," he sid.
ecstatic when I first heard. This is what
If UCF sends two varsity teams to
Butler is quick to give thanks to
the national tournament, Butler feels those who made the debate tourI've worked four years for. Its a partial
they will be in an elite class. "Last naments possible. "We are sincerely
dream come true," said Ragsdale.
year only Northwestern, Harvard and grateful to Student Government for the
Ragsdale and LidQicoat placed ninth
Redlands sent two teams," Butler said. funding they have given us," he said.
in the country last year, when beaten
Sixty-two teams will debate in eight Butler estimates that SC allocated
in the octi-final rounds by University
preliminary rounds, where the top :r6 $20,000 last year for the debate team .
of Kansas. They will travel this year to
Tus on , Ariz. during spring brea k
teams will then compete in a ladder"Will we win? I 100k at it this wa y:
type competition for the champion- ·1t took Harvard 100 years to make
equipped with over 1500 evidence
situa tions to ·cover the resolutioQ " th at · ~ip. Three judges will rate each nationa ls, and we' re go ing in this short
tim e," Ragsdale said.

by Carol Arnold

Running_
Along
--\ Two Future staffers took
to the ·n ew Exercise Trail
recently to test thefr athletic
skills. The trail is designed
for the perfecting of the
student body. To see how
tfie staffers did, read the articles on page 8.

Music
Review
One dollar won't buy an
evening of entertainment .
but two dollars might . at
Level III Lounge North in
Cas-selberry.
Tapestry is
now appearing at the
lounge. For a review on the
jazz group, read Rachel
Platt's article, page 11.
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UCF Newsfronts

Carter appoints York
to agricultural board
The White House Feb. 15 anounce~ the appointment by Presi9ent Carter of Dr.
E.T. York, chancellor of the State Universi-ty System of Florida, to the Bo~ rd for
International Food and Agricultural Development.
· The seven member board, established by an act of Congress in 1975, is concerned with strengthening the United States government's-international efforts aimed
at "preventing famine and establishing freedom from h~n ger" by the application
of science to solving food and nutrition problems of the developing nations. The
board is particularly concerned with strengthening the developing nations.
This seven-member board, established by an act of Congress in 1975, is concerned with strengthening the Unites States government's international efforts aimed
at "preventing famine and establishing freedom from hunger" by the application ·
of science to solving food and nutrition problems of the developing nations. The
board is particularly concerned with strengthening the capabilities of U.S. universities to assist developing countries in their efforts to deal with serious problems of
hunger and malnutrition.
York has for many years been involved .in international development activities.
While serving as administrator of the Federal Extension Service of 'the U.S. Depart.-nent of Agriculture, as vice oresident for Aericultural Affairs at the University of
Florida, as chancellor of the Florida University System, York has served on
numerous national commissions and groups concerned with the problem of world
hunger. These groups were established under the administration of several
presidents.
·
York has been a member of the National Food For Peace Council, the National
Freedom from Hunger Committee. and a special White House commission
• established to study and make recommenda tions con cerning pr~bl ems of world
hunger. His most ~ecent efforts of this nature in vol ved servlc~ as cha irm an of a
National Academy of Sci ence Committee dea ling w ith resea rch and tra ining as a
pa rt of th e acadei:n y's world food and nutrition stud y.
York has also served a consultant to the U. S. Sta te Depa rtm ent, the Agency fo r
International Development, the U.S. Departmen t of Ag riculture, and severa l
foreign governments in the fi elds of edu ca ti on, ag ri culture, a nd econo mi c
development.

Annual Worry Clinic looks ·
at 'New Decade, New Woman'
a.

"New Woman - New Decade, Turning Point," is the theme of this year's
Woman's Worry Clinic, March 21, from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Orlando.
Co-sponsored by the Office of'th~ _ Dean of Women at UCF and the Orange
County Medical Society Auxilia_ry, the clinic will address the problems of home,
marriage, children and the household budget. Dr. [)eborah P~illips, a behavioral psychologist, educator and author, is the
keynote speaker. She is a member of the psychiatry faculty af Temple Onivers-ity
Medical School and is a herapist w.ith the Princeton University Clinic. Phillips has

presented her behavior therapy theories on "The Phil Donahue Show," "Mike
Douglas Show" and "The CBS Evening News."
Local speakers are Richard Erikson, director of the Park Lake Pastoral Counseling Center, Dr. William G . Callerman, director of the UCF Managerial Institute, Dr. Robert J. MacMurray an Altamonte Springs psychiatrist, and Marjorie
Thomas, an Orlando attorney.
Topics the speakers will discuss are: "Moody Blues-a Deli cate Balance;" "Yours.Mine-Ours & Theirs?" "Diet is a Four-Letter Word;" "Domestic Engineering;"
"Your Famil y Finances, He's Informed-Are You?;" and "Living With Him-and
Loving Him Too!"
Reservations for the program cost $5 and include th e key note address, three
topics of your choi ce, refreshment brea ks and lunch . They must be made through .
the office of the Dean of Women at UCF no later than March 14 to attend.

UCF to host Physics Olympics
The UCF Physics Olympics will be held March 7 and will provide area high
school.students an opportunity for competition.
Sponsored by the Florida Association of Physics Teachers, the " Olympi cs" include an egg drop from a 60-foot building, a balsa wood stress test, the "slowest
bicycle race," and a solar car race ..
Winners will be honored with a medallion inscribed with the FAPT logo, and
winners will go on to compete at the state and national levels.
Co-hosting the local Olympics is the UCF Society of Physics Students and the
UCF Physics Department.
'
.
The public is invited to attend the one-day Physics Olympics from 10 a.m . to 4
p.m. For more information, contact Dr. Martin Hudson at (305) 275-2333.

UCF Health College sets .
student application deadline
A Ma rch l deadlin e has been set fo r appl ica tions by prospect'i ve students in the
Co llege of Hea lth a t UCF who have a minimum of 90 qu a rter hours of coll ege
credit and a re work ing towa rd a bachelo r's deg ree.
T he deadl ine app li es to those who a re appl ying for junior and seni or status in
UCF's prog rams in co mmu ni ca ti ve diso rders, medi ca l record administration ,
medi ca l technology, nursing, radi olog ic sc iences or rrspi ra tory th erapy, who have
at least a 2.5 g rade point ave rage in prev ious undNgraclu ate work .
Dr. Owen Elder, dea n of the college, noted th ere a re a limited number of
openin gs for upper di vision students, based upon the clini ca l positions that are
ava ilabl e in those area hospitals whi ch have a cooperati ve ag reement with UCF
for such training.
·
" The number of applications we ca n accept is based upon th e number of
positions open, " said Elder, who pointed out th at the majority of the upper
·division work requir-ed- of -students is· conducted In .h.ospltafs . and related
assignments.
Information about the baccalaureate programs in UCF's Coll ege of Health is
availabl e by calling (305) 275-2744.
·
.
,
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FREE

ALBUM OR TAf!E WITH ANY ORDER
$10 off on any Ult·r ium··Ring

Good only at all participating Wendy's in
Orange, Seminole and Osceola Counties.
Expires: · March 14, 1980

AN ALL NEW DESIGN
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Session yields no gripes, no students
by Diane Taylor
Hsoclate editor

_

Student Government representatives held a public forum Monday to discuss
student opinions on projects, and to present 1980 programs to students.
No students attended .
Student Body President Armando Payas said he was "somewhat discouraged
and disappointed" with the turnout.
"This was designed as an opportunity for students to ask questions that concern
their programs," said Payas. "We wanted to allow them (studen-ts) accessibility to
Student Government."
A SLIDE show depicting SG responsibilities was scheduled for the forum, and
was viewed by the senators and cabinet in attendance. Brochures and information
concerning Student Government were made available, as were refreshme~ts.
Sen. Pete Morlock stated that the forum was a good opportunity for SG critics to
·
vocalize their opinions and ideas.
"Where is Frank Amodeo, Jr.? After his complaints in the Future, you'd think
that he'd be here," said Morlock.
HE ALSO added that none of the prospective candidates for SG positions attended.
According to president pro tern Michelle Tharp.' the forum was p_lanned so that
SG could explain the various procedures a'nd technicalities of SC policies.
"A lot of problems could be avoided if the students were explained to about how
· things are done," said Tharp . "This was supposed to be an .educational project."
In an attempt to keep students up to date with senate action, .s~nate bills will be
posted at the Kiosk in the center of campus, according to Sen. Doug David.
.
SG Attorney General Vic Collazo said, "We spend the money we're allocated
the way we feel is the best for ~he students. They (the students) complain, and so
we set up a meeting to discuss their gripes, and advertise it, and they don't show
up. ljust don't understand."

And no one ~came •...
~-

by Frank Forester
staff writer

Library
wins faculty
support

The Faculty Senate Instruction Committee voted last
week to recommend to the full senate that the vice. president for academic affairs establish an ad hoc committee for library improvement.
*· There are currently about 4500 new books stored in .the
library!s basement, according to one libr.ary staff member.
These books will be on shelves in a few weeks but in a
year or so the library will be out of .space again, said
.library director Lynn Walker.
Dr. Ger a Id Schiffhorst, associate professor of English,
brought the subject to the attention of the senate committee. In a memorandum to the Faculty Senate: Schiffhorst
said he hoped "to remind the adminstration that these often overlooked issues (library conditions) are of considerable concern to many of us on the faculty."
Items mentioned by Schiffhorst include lack of shelving
and no assurance that space being vacated . by the
bookstore next year will be available to the library. He
also said the quality of services avail(!ble to students has
"seriously deteriorated" because the same number of
library staff .that once served 7 ,000 students now serves
12,000.
.
.

WARNING:
The IvoryTower
isaboutto
·collapse,
It's your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? .Because, t~e
older you get, the more it costs. And next
year, it's all up to you. Find out ·
about College Master.
Call the Fidelity Union College Master®
Field Associate in your area:

"ORLANDO AGENCY" 830-1326

···t.

He added that the faculty should be consulted when
decisions are made concerning cancellation of periodical
subscriptions, exchanging bound volumes for microfilm
and other questions related to faculty interests and expertise.
Walker, speaking to the committee, said he had plans for
expansion into the area to be va.c ated by the bookstore but
that others also want the space. He said library space
should be used for the library but noted that he was com~
prting with seven deans for space. The administration has
never made a committment to the library getting spac~
when it is vacated, said Walker. He said he hopes·
President Trevor Colbourn and the new administration .
.·
wil I be more receptive.
UCF is at the top of the list for library expansion funds
but it will be at least four years .before a new building
could be built, said Walker
The library is currently using about 70 percent of the
spare in the building, and the remainder is ocru.pied by the
bookstore and other offices.
Walker said alternatives to a'd ditional library space in·c1ude purging sorrie books from the shelves for storage or
using satellite libraries. These solutions are not d~sirable
but mav be necessar , he said.

·~~····s······,········~·
····......:·~,·
· a ·e 'r7_..·.·... ········

CLLCRRRnCI

Bulletin Board
Accounting Society
features speaker

FE6RllAR)'

WELL, 11"5

The UCF ' Students Accounting
Society and Bet~ Alpha Psi will hold a
joint meeting today at noon in ENGR
360. The featured speaker will be Ray
Maxwell; Walt Disney World comp- ,
troller, who will speak on accounting
problems and techniques unique to
Walt Disney Productions, Inc.
The next meeting March 3, will
feature Dr. Clarence Avery, chairman
·of the Accounting Department. at
UCF. Aveliy, a Certified Public Ac-·
countant, will speak on changes in the
minimum requirement ·for the CPA
certificate effective in 1983.

Circus .W orld's
auditiOn_ing CIOWn.S.
Auditions for clowns will be held at
Circus World April I at noon.. Applicants must be at least 17 years old.
These auditions are held nationally,
and those selected will attend .Clown
College in Venice, Fla. for 10 weeks.
Auditioners may come with or without
.makeup.
' For more information, contact Ron
Severini at (813) 424-2421 extension
287 or write to Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Baily, P.O. Box 1528

2Cf ~ -

LEAP YeA~ DA.'/- AND "11 N\E \:OR

ANOll-\E.R

\ JJA~ E

\'"oL\ t>A'(1 .JOKE{

EVER.'f TIM£ SoME. ODD LlT\LE.
HOLi OA'f COME'S ALON(:> I WE:. DO

Derriere Derby
to aid Threshold

s~ciety

The Preprofessional Medical
.is sponsoring a "Derriere Derby" to
benefit Threshold, an Orlando school
tor emotionally-disturbed childern.
The contest will be held March 3-7
In the Village Center.
Snapshots are being taken of campus
derrieres, and all UCF clubs have been
asked to submit a male and a female
contestant,- according to Dave Bittle,
presid_e nt of the Preprofessional
Medical Society.
.
The pictures will be hung outside the
sna ck bar with a voting box underneath ea ch. Voters will put a dime in

.....------~

Speakers Servic~·

,

•/l)J :
~linic

.

2233 LH !COAD. WINTER PARK

Announcement

This year's Opera Workshop at UCF
will perform its first completely staged
production, Puccini's "La Boheme."
In past yei'i rs, ·the group,· unded JCF
music _professors Elizabeth Wrancher
and Dr. Karen Keltner, has produced
only segments of various ~e ll-known
operas.
The story will be sung in English and
w ill be presented at 8 p.m . March 13- ...

•

· Individual Co.nfidential

ntE. TR\C( (

15 in the UCF music rehenru hall.
General admission is $2.50 and
patron tickets are $15 a pair. Proceeds
go to the UCF Music Scholarship fund.
For more information, call 2752867.

Opera Workshop
.Announcement ·.

Gynecologists

t>O

'DA--i'?.1?

The entrants will remain ~nonymous
until the winner is chosen.
Any club or organization on campus
that has not yet been contacted, but
would like to submit two contestants,
should call Bittle at 275-2806.

BIRTH CONTROL

9'Jg
· .OC

PIE \N IHE F'AC.E
\.\bu LC

USUA.L.L'I \SN'T E.VE.N FUNN)'/
I M'E.AN 1 WHAT CAN 'toll t>o T~\Al''S

ABORTION
QUALITY CARE
FAMILY PLANNING .

SEEMS TO ME THAT

SoME \iN..F -WLiTeD LI m.e GA6 W~\lH

F()l'JN'Y foR ''LEAP '1EA'-

· Y~.~ice, 33595. ~~:::==---...;..-~--~th;;e~b~o;;xu~n~d~e~
r t-~~i~~~ ite derri er_e.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
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Deadline for · Bulletin
Board announcements is 1.0
a.m. on Tuesdays.
The
Future has the right to
decide which announcemen·
ts will be run.

MUGGERS RAPISTS
INSTANTLY!
With IMMOBILIZER Chemical Weapon .
Complete with Leather_Key Case & instru ~tions.

J.A.BUROll . Crl'Sccnt Sandpiper 226. H.F.D. I. St. Aug. Fl :120H.f

..c.ocnsehng

Please send mc: _ lmmohilin•r at S!l.!15 _ tan_hlal'Lrt•d_ hlut•
_ lmmohilizer w/ l>elt dip S 11.!15 _ tan_ hlad;

628-0405
Toll Free 800432-5249

S_
Total Endost'<I. Add SI .Oil Postage. Add of '7r salrs tux
Shipments via l 1PS. Allow :1 weeks cfcli ver~· .•Moncy Back Guuranh'l'.
S 2.00 off with this ad .

tnark~tplace

personal
I 1m lnterestf\I in stlrting 1 Klppa Kipp. Gamm1
·sorority chlpter here 1t UCF. If you are a Kappa
Klppa Gamma member from another school and
chapter and are interested.in helpin1 me get a new
chapter .stlrted, or if you are not yet a sorority
member and are interesting in joining a new
sorority chapter, please call me collect if
. necessary at (~5) 783-452~.
WANTED male roommate to share expenses for
apartment in UCF area. Prefer non-smoker and
good academic stlnding, contact Mike at 8865578.
BACKPACKING for ·Beglnners! Spring break in
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transpor. tltion by bus; all equipment provided. Umited
space. Outdoor Adventures, 93 SE 43 Street,
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or
write for more information.
Room for Rent, Nice Oviedo Home. 365-6203.
Prefer non-smoking Graduate Student.
Need a roommate? Call David Lougee, 275-2141
or2841.
Share 4 bedroom furnished new home. 3 miles
from UCF. +150 mo. all bills paid. Call Larry
282-1774 aft~r ~:30 p.m.
Female roommate wanted: to share 3 bdrm, 2 bath
houH 4 miles from UCF. $160/mo. Ines. util.;
$50 d C1 1127-=3848 27-=
la d f ·1·t·
1
un ry aci •es.
ep.
<I"
or <I"

for sale
TIPC100C Printer works with Tl58, 59, SSC.
Print, plot, list, frace incl. 3 roll paper. List 190.
Sell $130. Call 277-8750 after 8 p.m.
Contessa guitar, plush case & stand for $60. Film
developing equipment, includ. enlarger timer &
more-$40. Wedding set, white gold. $65. Call
677-1003.
1975 Chevy· Nova; radio, heat air, new engine,
63,000 miles-Must sell now. Call 365-5806.
2 MILES FROM UCF • 3 year old 3B/2B home, Fm.
Rm., 12x24, screened patio. IMMACULATE.
$56,900.00. Real Estate One, Inc., Katherine J.
Ruschmeier, Realtor/Associate.
Phone 3655666.
Executive home for Sale. 6 miles from UCF. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, large bay window in living
room. French doors open from family room to
screened porch. Large eat-in kitchen. Call Henry
Armstrong, Realtor Assoc., J.B. Steelman ·inc.,
645-1425. After hours· 831-7737.
Privacy plus in this 4 bdrm, 4 bath home between
two lakes. Many extra features incl. paddle fans,
inside BBQ, two screen porches, dock, gazebo.
Seeing is believing! $99,500. REAL ESTATE ONE,
36s. 5666.

deadlines
-

Classified ads\~ust be submitted in person no
later than Monday, 4 p.m. and paid for at time of ·
placement. On-campus rates are per ine: 50¢ for
one issue; 45¢ for two issues; 40¢ for three
Issues; and 35¢ for four or more issues.

•
services
Gay Social Senices of Central Florida offering
This cont.ct offers information on the "how-to"
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
and ••where-to" of getting GRANTS & "NO INwith trained members, & social activities. For in·
TEREST LOANS for students. SEND for this
formation call 843-2750.
brochure today. Send $3.00 plus 25- shipping
Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current and handling chlrge (total, $3.25) by check or
money order to: The Edw$rd E. Harris Entertypists available to type your term papers, theses
prises; 3470 North Meridian, No. 111 Dept. V; Inreports end resumes. Call 275-2865 for more indianapolis, Indiana 46208. Allow at least 30 days
formation.
- .
.
for mail to be received.
·
EXPERT TYPING-18 yrs. exp. full time. Term
papers, reports, theses, resumes, etc• .Correction. Need a roommate? Cal us 11THE ROOMMATE CONof spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. .NECTION" for professionally screened compatible
Reasonable-Bea. 678-1386.
roommate. Mon-Sat. 10-5. 647-5951.
Joan's typing service. Cash or m,arter, 830-5871.
NEED TYPING DONE? I have very reasonable
rates, experienced, live close to UCF. Call 6719680.
Typing/editing. Large or small. jobs. Judy: 2752351or677-1902.
Typing, experienced with term papers, theses,

1 _2~~5_._M_art~L_A_va_il_ab_l_e_en_d_o_f_w_~_t_er_Q~u-art~er_·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~sume~e~tin~~persupplie~IBMS~ectr~U

help wanted
Married Couple to manage 8 unit apt. complex
across from UCF. Handy with elec. & plumbing
repairs. local references. 277-3317.

MODELS NEEDED
Photographing women for upcoming national
magazine layout. "The Girls of Florida."
Possibilities include $10,000, prizes, travel,
screen testing, etc. No experience necessary. 24hours,~7 days. Call Bob Thomas (305)628-6785.
·Guaranteed salary of $7 hour including benefits
for singles unattached, female aged 18-30 to serve as social director for disabled veteran aged 30.
Work from 6-12 p.m. 5 nights per week. Must be
attractive, love dancing, be an. excellent conver·
sationalist, fun-loving, considerate, empathetic,
kind, gentle, affectionate, loving, sweet, feminine,
patient, honest, dependable, out-going, and in
general to a very happy well adjusted person wanting to enjoy life to its fullest. Contact Larry at
282-1774 after 6 p.m.

OVERSEAS ' JOBS-Summer/year rou!ld. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1,200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing, For
info-Writer UC, Box 52-87 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.
PART TIME HELP NEEDED lN SMALL RETAIL
STORE. HERBAL WORLD 896-1017.
Part-time positions withi>utt-Putt golf, in Orlando'
& Fern Park-about 30 h~/week. Apply in person
Mon, Tues., Wed., at 2750 Belcoe Dr., Ori. bet·
ween 11 & 2. See Mr. Daniels. Call 299-7888 for
more information.
Attention all students looking for employment
while attending UCF: Geo. Case, Fla. State Em·
ployment SVC., is available 11very Thursday by appointment to help you locate employment in the
Orlando and surrounding area. If interested, contact the Office of Veterans' Affairs, Administration Suite 282 or call 275-2707 for an
appointment.

The Future would like to thank
the brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha for delivering the Futures
for us every Friday morning.

C/T. Reasonable. Marti Lyons - UCF-2811. Home365-6874.

Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. CAii Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 &7:30-9:30.
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years experience at UF, USF, and AS SECRTARY AND
FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, dissertations term papers, 1st class work assured with
IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie,
647-4451, after 2.
You have only yourself t1J sell! Creative resumes
of distinction and quality. "Designed for You."
Call Lisa at Peterson and Wolfe Public Relations.
671-5995.
Professional typing. 10 yrs exp. Term papers,
reports, resumes. paper provided. Call Linda 6716098.
Licensed Lie Detection Examiner. 574-1186.

Need house or apt cleaned? Call 671-7463 or 4222028.
Need your taxes prepared? Short-form $5, long.
form $10 and up. Call Doug: 275-4694.
NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT? Do it on campus! Diet
Workshop meets every Mon. 7 pm in VC 200.
Special student rates. Call 869-8600.
MCAT-DAT Review Course. Take the course in·
dividually in Atlanta in 3 to S days. PO Box 77034,
Atlanta, GA 30309. (404) 874-2454.
ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control~ Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial DR., Orlando
898-0921

······

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2233
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

.,
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Colbourn: FacUlty need salary increase
Mark Stern, head of the UCF-UFF feels that QIP funds have been used too selectively. "We should have a committment to build strong programs across the
university. If you really have a super abundance of money, go ahead and fund a
few programs at a very high level. What we're doing now is basically stripping
.
everywhere else at the university," Stern said.
A UCF-UFF union 'memorandum asserted that "the most important impediment .
to increased quality is low salaries for current employees."
STERN EXPLAINED that until Florida faculty salaries are competitive with
other universities in the nation, the Florida system will not be able to attract.
quality teachers, or retain those already teaching in the state.
Stern emphasized UCF's particµlar problem with an average faculty pay which
is "second worst in the system" and an average teaching load which is "second
heaviest." Only Florida A&M fares worse, he said.
"I don't know how we have been able to hang on to s~me of the faculty we have
at this point," Colbourn said. - "We're testing loyalty altogether too much."
Though Colbourn agrees with the union complaints, he questions union solutions.
"I WORRY about' the dwelling on QIP funds for salary increases," Colbourn
sa-id. "It m ight lead some of our friends in Tallahassee to believe that that's what
they should be used for, consequently not providing for separate funding .as I think
should be provided."
Colbourn said the lef!islature has been showing an "increasing sensitivity and
awareness o! ~he problem." ~ccording _ t~ Colbourn, ·last \\'.eek the governor
proposed an additional 3 percent increase be added to a 5.5 percent raise already
provided faculty members in the 1980-81 year. 'T d hate to jeopardize that with
legislators thinking 'If they can .use QIP money, why bother for other funding?"
he said.
·
Colbourn said he would support the use of QIP funds for salaries only if there
were no other alternative source of funding. He questioned the possibility of even
using such fund$ since the BOR has pledged not to use QIP for salaries without the
agreement ot the goveq1or. CoJbourn said the governor has been approached by
council of university presidents about the possibility and "his answer at that point
was no."
"What the governor is basically saying, is if you put this money into salaries, 1
will get you in the future," Stern said. "The attitude could put the governor into a
tremendous hassle with the legislature or university."
Though the governor has expressed opposition, the UCF-UFF proposed use of
QIP funds encourages the university to "take the initiative and direct its resources" where "they are most needed." The proposal points out that "in the first year
of the QIP budget there were legislative imposed salary prohibitions. There are
none for the second year ( 1980-1981 ). "

by Mary Wilson
freeluice writer

University administrators, the Board of Reirents, and the faculty union all seem
to agree with President Trevor .Colbourn's assertion that faculty salary increases
·are "desparately needed." They don't agree, however, on just how the need should
be met.
"Faculty salary increases are desparately needed," Colbourn said. "It has to
]be one of the most urgent problems we have." While acknowledging the problem,
Colbourn is reluctant to support r~cent efforts of the United Faculty of Florida,
representing state university teaching staff, to obtain salary increases from Quality
lmprovemenf Package Funds prov{cled by the state legislature.
·
As its name implies, QIP funds were provided by the legislature over the 197981 biennium "for the improvement of the quality of the university system in areas
determined by the priorities of the separate instituti9ns within the. system,"
Colbourn said. Colbourn, in a tentative proposal before the BOR, has indicated
that UCF's priority investment of QIP fund~ for the 1980-81 year should lie in
enhancement of programs including computer science, engineering research,
education doctorates, respiratory therapy degrees, and accountancy education.
The proposal does not suggest financing across-the-board salary increases.
Presenting its own suggested use of QIP funds for consideration by the president,
the UCF-UFF has proposed that 49 percent of the total QIP financing for this year
be used for salary increases. Such an allocation would total $922,226.
JUSTIFICATION FOR the large percentage request in the UFF proposal reads:
run nearly l ;f percent. Thus the UC.l'-U!'J<' proposal . . . merely offsets inflation.
"The increase would result in salaries 14 percent higher than last year.
increase would result in salaries 14 percent higher than last -year.
Colbourn. recognizes that Florida professors and associate professor:s are in a
particularly dire financial situation. "Of all the professions, teaching has suffered
most from inflation," Colbourn said. "Faculty suffered a 20 percent decrease in
purchasing power last year."
According to Bob Hogner, president of the UFF State University Bargaining
Council, Florida university teaching salaries "rank in the bottom quarter of the
nation." Associate vice-chancellor of the BOR said such a figure "is not true,"
'asserting that Florida faculty salaries "tend fo lag 10 to 20 percent behind"" when
comparisons are made between individual institutions of comparable size. The .
UFF has been drawing its comparisons against na~ional averages rather than be.tween institutions.
. HOGNER, SAID the BOR agrees that faculty salaries need to be upgraded, but
preferably through state general revenues rather than QIP. "To use quality funds
for general funding 'of salary increases will not necessarily improve the quality of
thesystem."Hognersaid. ''QIPf~ndsought~t_o_b_e_u_s_ed~se_l_ec_t_iv_e~l~:~·~~
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'ANGELINA'S

She was married at 13.
She had four kids
by the time she was 20...
She's been hungry and poor.
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star
because it was the only way
she knew to survive.

SUB SHOP
16 Varieties

Best Northern Style
Subs. Try our Salads.
Tuna-Egg & Chef Salad
At Reasonable Prices

Across from UCF

-Ph. 2fi-3350

HRS. MON-FRI 10-11
SAT. 10-10 SUN 12-9

. MEN!
GET PAMPERED... ·

SISSY SPACEK TOMMY LEE JONES
fCOAL MINER'S DAUGHTER"
also starring BEVERLY Di\NGELO LEVON HELM Screenplay by TOM RICKMAN
Based on the Autobiography by LORETIA LYNN with GEORGE VECSEY
Executive Producer BOB LARSON Produced by BERNARD SCHWARTZ
Directed by MICHAEL APTED A BERNARD SCHWARTZ Production A UNIVERSAL PICTURE iiil
1

PG

PARENTAL GUlllAla SIJOOESTID CJll

I Oril(inal Soundt:-nck On MCA Record$ rui<IT.11><•$. I I Now11 W.trner R<.,k.l

li'.ll!lHO UNIVEHSALCITY STUDIOS. INC.. ALI. RIGHTS RESERVED

Opening March 7 at a theatre near you

Co111111ent
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- State needs student representative on board
The recent proposal of ·the Joint Legislative and Executive Com- people they represent. Even with student delegates on state
mission on Postsecondary Education revises many problems with the education committees, it is hard for students to find out what new
State University System. However, it worsens one situation which rules are being implemented and why. But without those represenalready has been resoived under the present system--that of a student tatives, students will know even less. And worse, they won't care
representative on .the governing committee of the state education bec;:ause they'll feel that they don't have any say about what happens
system. .
·
to them or their education anyway.
The Editorial Board
The Board of Regents, which governs the SUS in conjunction with
the State Board of Education, recently added a student regent to
their organization. Altl!ough that student could not vote, at least
they could provide input on major decisions that will affect all
students.
Since the state universities operate for the students, these schools
The recent Student Government forum is a prime example of how
.should accommodate the students. How can the state know what the
students want and need if they do not have a representative on their much the student body presents feedba·ck to their representatives on
.
major decision-making committee?
· the Student Senate.
SG
organized
and
publicized
a
time
when
students
could
meet
with
The new plan will not eliminate the student regent but the BOR
their
student
representatives
to
discuss
their
problems
and
needs.
will not re~ain all of its powers. The PEC will take over these powers
They turned out in force and supplied refreshments for visitors. And
so students will not be able to influence their decision.
If the state is -careful to appoint a ·student on each of these commit- how many of their constituents showed up? No one except a reporter
tees, the problem could be alleviated. But they are· not obligated to and a photographer from the Future.
Year after year· the students complain that SG doe~n't do any
do so. It would be simple enough to slightly revise the proposal
projects
to benefit them and that the sena~ors don't care about the
bef9re implementing it to 'include a student on this committee.
people thef re representing. But who is it that doesn't care? The SG
A student representative is also needed. on this committee to keep
the channels of communication open be~ween the lawmal<ers and ttie officials sacrificed their time to listen to the st4dents, but nqne of
them took the time to show up to talk to them.
'.
·
If the students are not going to make even a minimal effort to let
their representatives know how they feel about campus problems
and acttvities, they should stop complaining. At least the senators
-and Executive Branch are making some kind of an effort to provide
services for the students. They can't be expected to know what the
students want if the students won't help them le~rn.

.Student apathy to blame

tor poor communication

-Letters to the Editor--

Administrators forget
UCF night students

Editor:
This is an open letter to all faculty,
administration, telumni and students,
especially night students.
· I am an alumnus of UCF and have
again ~eturned to f~rther my
education, I thought things were bad
in the past; however, they seem to be
going steadily downhill over the years,
and. I don't see any relief in sight. I am
specifically referri.ng to night students-or as I prefer to call them "The
Forgotten People of the Night." We
are full-fledged, card-carrying, foitionpaying, hard-working students.
However, the cooperation extended to
us by the faculty and administration
·leaves much to be desired.
. It seems to me that all "services" (if
that's what you'd.like to call them) are
directed and scheduled for day students only. Office hours of faculty, administration, registration, Placement
Center, and . counseling are during
daytime business hours. The only
facilities that stay open later is the
Library ai:id the police department,
and I'm sure that was just an oversigh_t

on the paitofadministration.
Needless to say, most night students
go at night because they have to work
during the day. It is almost impossible
to take care of school business during
these hours without jeopardizing our
jobs. Now, I realize that night students
may not make up any sizable portion
of the student body at UCF, but we do
pay tuition, just like everyone else and
we do work hard, if not harder than
most by going to school and keeping a
full-time job. Why then are we treated
like stepchildren?
IT IS almost an impossibility to
work up a full schedule for a night
student. Most of the classes needed are
either not offered. at night, offered all
on the same night, or one class is split
up on two nights, thereby causing one
of the greate~t conflicts in scheduling.
Let me _give you an example. There
is an economics class offered this quarter which is 4 credit hours and has
been scheduled for Tuesday from 6 to
8, and Thursday from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
This really creates a problem _in
scheduling classes for yourself because
Night Students:-iage 9

' The Editorial Board

~~1\6,( .

Fans want more competitionEditor:
The Jan 25 issue of the Future included a letter
questioning the lack of fan support for the
basketball team. It's unfortunate that the gym is
not filled for each game for the team has a ~ine
record.
.
There are manyre-asons fOrthe- fack-offans
and one of them is the non-conference schedule.
It's awful! It's filled with unknown schools of little talent. 'It's not surprising that UCF won many
of those games by 30 points. I, for one, won't
watch a game in which the outcome is clear by
halftime, and I don't want to watch .a game in

,

1~

which the main effort seems to be to set records.
APPARENTLY, /1_ LOT_ DF OTHER FANS
DON'T
ENJOY ·· THESE
MISMATCHES
EITHER. There is an alternative-toughen up the nori- 1
conference schedule. Give the fans some contests
with schools we've heard of and give us fewer
blow-outs~ There are two ways to do it. One is to
schedule more Division I teams. I've heard the
argument that Division I teams won't play UCF.
I don't buy that. Some probably won't, but there.
are plenty who would Both. Florida Southern and
Rollins play more than .th~_9Ee Division_ I
Basketball, page 14
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Letters to the editor must ·he delivered to the Future by 3'
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Drive.
Opinions expressed in the Future are those
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fublications, University Administration, or
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Senators working to benefit entire student body
Editor:
In response to the colufon, "This year elect legislators instead of politicians," I
fjnd
myself
quiteupset
at
the
misleading . comrr:ients ·· con'cerning Student Government. I am particula~ly d!stressed_ hy the r~ma_rk.s c~~~
cerning the content of legislation passed by the senate. As a senator , l can JUSt1ty
each stand that I have' taken. as can my colleagues.
Mr. Amodeo seems to hav~ forgotten about legislation such as Bill 12-24, which ·
sponsored a luncheon so that all the principals of Central Florida area could see
what UCF has to offer all students, especially minorities: Bill 12-21 allocated
money for the "An Evening with Harry Chapin" concert; Bill 12-10 allocated
money for a ski jump, two slalom courses, and a permane~t docking facility.
Because of this bill, all students will be able to use the course and take lessons.
Because of the senate, UCF received $6,800 worth of equipment for only $1600
and some hard work by Sen. Marv Thomas.
The Twelfth Student Senate has given many individual clubs money, but if you
examine closely, more than just )be club members benefit from our funding. Bill
12-23 funded the new Aqua Kv'ights. This allocation not only supports the club,
but allows all students to participate in this exciting water sport and take lessons at
a much reduced rate compared to' commercial prices. Bill l2-l 5 gives money to

WhafuS-eful p~rpose does
SAGA focus group serve?
Editor:

quality (perceived or otherwise)? Or,
~as th~ _p_u!:Eo~~ to focus complaints

.

We must admit that, for a time, we
the STOP organization had seriously
considered suicide. We felt that we
had dpne all ' that was possible to improve the campus food service. We
might well have done so but, strange as
it may seem, the cafeteria food became
edible for a finite p~riod of time. Now
we once aga in find ourselves with pen
in hand , ready to strike another blow
for humanity :
We h' ve carefully been foJJowing
the progress of the newly-formed Food
Service Focus Group, which was set up
by the SAGA management in cm:mection with Dick Scott, . director of
Auxiliary Services. To date, the Food
Service Focus Group has discussed
such pressing matters as the table of
organization; the relationship between
,the cafetaria, snack bar and education
complex; the distribution of funds from
point of sale; factors used to determine
daily rate; basic menu standards, 3 enfrees, 5 desserts . . · . -· supposedly
simultaneously; product life cycle; and
so on. As you might have noticed,
ther.e seems to be a lack of discussion,
much less action, on food .
Wasn't that the purpose of the focus
group to "focus" on the food and food

Hard workers to
thank for finish
of Exercise Trail
Editor:
The UCF Exercise Trail had its
grand opening Feb. 13, 1980. This
beautiful trail will be a lasting asset to
our campus that will provide years of
service. Many individuals and groups
contributed supplies, time and money.
The following organizations and all
the individuals in them that participated deserve our sincere thanks:
Physical Plant, Scotty's Lumber,
Florida Power Corp.,
Seaboard
Coastline, Central Florida Chapter of
the American Heart Association, Jimmy Bryan Toyota , Physical Education
Majors Club, J.C. Penny 9f Winter
Park, Recreational Services, Lambda
Chi Alpha Fraternity , Student Senate
and Executive Branch.
I would personally like to render a
special "thank you" to Ken Renner of
Athletics and Vic Collazo of Student
Government, who were the principal
forces that saw the project through
from the beginning to end. Again, a
:,...h well done.
- .]_.. P~va
Armanuv. ~ ,,

away from the food and on to the focus
group? Comments anyone?

the National Mo-del Senate at Stetson University. All students had the opportunity
to appl y fo"r this educational and prestigious event. Without senaJ~ help, some
deserving students might not have gone.
Mr. Amodeo must not have looked at our current legislation either. Bill 12-25 is
to fund the making of a slide show to be used at many functions so more students
will be able to see and understand how SC works. Bill 12-26 is to aid the Child
Care Center in raising money to become self-supporting. Bill 12-27 allocates
money for pamphlets to inform students what constitutes cheating and its consequences. Bill 12-28 is to improve the very successful Centralized Services
proe-rams so thP. morP shtclPnts <'::in hP sPrvPcl in a more nrofessional manner.
The resolutions currently before the senate have only the best interests of UCF
students at hand.'-For insta.n ce, the resolutio~s support:. I) the possibility of a fastfood restaurant on campus; 2) the paving of one of the temporary lots to improve
parking; 3) commission to put movable seating in the civic center so that a much
larger riumber of people can witness the sporting events.
The senate has not been closed to the student body. We held a gripe session ea-rly
in the quarter. We were disappointed that so few students expressed their opinions.
On Feb. 25, SC conducted a student forum to get more input.
The comments made against Vice President James Blount were totally uncalled
for. Mr. Blount allowed the senate much freedom and let us make our own
mistakes. Then when our mistakes outnumbered our accomplishments, he stepped
in.
Not only did James Blount give the entire senate his attention, but he made time
to ta lk personally with those who so desired. This is why he was elected and why
VP Blount has.earned the respect of the senate and those close to him.
Student Government is more than a government run by students, if it _is run to
heir. students. By criticizing SC, no one is helped. Only suggestions and alternatives can be used. I sincerely hope the Frank Amodeo wants to help the student
body of UCF and has not used the Future for personal gain.
Sen. Peter J. Morlock
College of Social Science

STOP

The Intel .N otebook
Careers and Technology at Intel

The Microelectronics Revolutionand how you can be part of it.
'

See us on campus March 6
& 7.
.
'

Intel is the acknowledged leader in four
major product areas: · semicon~uctor
memories, microprocessors, microcomputer systems, and. memory systems.
And we're extending our leadership
into data-base management.
We have career opportunities available
at any of our four great locations-California. Oregon, Arizona, or Texas-in:

D Engineerh1g ~design,
manufacturing, and fabrication
development
D Technical Marketing
If you want to be part of the emerging
·microelectronics revolution , and are
about to receive a degree in engineering,
computer science. solid-state physics,
chemical engineering or material science,
we'd like to talk with you. If you haven't
already signed up to see us, feel free
to leave your resume with one of our
representatives during our visit or write
to any of our locations:

California
Intel College Relations
3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Oregon
Intel College Relations
3585 S.W.198th Avenue
Aloha, OR 97005

Arizona
Intel College Relations
6401 W. Williams Field Road
Chandler, AZ 85224

Texas
Intel MRI/College Rela.tions
12675 Research Boulevard
Austin, TX 78759
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H .
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- UCF's ex.:trcise trail gets wOrkout
by Laura Hoffman
and Kathleen Foropda
sbff wrtters

With the, openi'ng of the Exercise
Trail came a new burst of energy in the
Future·office.
·
Two female staffers decided to get
into condition and review the . effectiveness of the course for fellow wouldbe masochists.
The mile-long trail has 20 different
exercise stops. Each stop describes the
exercise and designates when to run or
walk. Sometimes it's difficult to stick
to directions-especi.ally. when they're
not always clear.
For example, station four is called
"waist stretches." The directions say:
extend arms over head, circle them to
the left, bending at the waist. Repeat
to the right. We're either very uncoordinated or the directions need to be
more specific(something's not right!).
"IS THAT really an exercise~"
snickered a passer-by watching us
walk across the balance beam, station
20. This exercise · (or is it?) involves
walking the length of three two-byfours three consecutive times. But,
there are challenges on the trail.
Station number nine is the "Bar
Va,ult." Only Nadia Comaneci could
appreciate this one'. Vaulting over a "
bar when you're only 4' l l" isn't a
breeze.
Approach number 16 with caution .
From a distance it 'resembles a
medieval torture cham°be·r . A . close
look proves that it was really the "Log
Lifts" (same difference-one blow
means certain death). You have five
choices as to w!-ftch size log you want
to lift. It requires lifting the log above
the head and bringing it to the ground ·
in one movement 10 times. No one
will walk off with these logs--they're
held stationary by steel chains.
NO EXERCISE trail is complete
without push-ups. This one is an innovative approach to kissing dirt.
That's what happened to us after just
two. These push-ups are done in an
angular position with your feet
elevated. Six are required for beginners (If we only did two, what does that
make us?).
For the . enthusiast there are sit-ups,
-chin-ups, step-ups, jump-ups, and pushups, and they're enough to make one
do throw-ups.
Included in the exercises are waist
stretches, deep stretches, size stretches,
Jeg stretches, and stretch/bend.
AFTER A week of running the trail,
we need a change of pace--so we ran it
backwards.
We seemed to mo~e
quicker but not necessarily easier.
For those who tire easily, you can
always enjoy the scenery. The orange
wood chips make for a safe running
path, and the woodsy scent brings back
· fond memories of summer camp.

Mounds of dirt besides the trail
represented to us graves of would-be
athletes that never made it to the log-:
hop, station 14.
THE STAGNANT pond makes you
want to sit and curl your toes in the
sand. But no, we kept running when
we saw the alligator burping.
There are three general types of
people that run the course. One is the

"jock " who passes us once while we're
on station four and again on his second
lap, while we're still on station number
12.
The second class of people run for
leisure and usually have a dog to make
the cover of Seventeen magazine.
THE ONES that say, "Oh, &$ 1/2!¢
we have to run again," is the third
group of runners. These people usually

Staff Writer Kathy Foronda and Sports Editor Laura Hoffman take to
the UCF Exercise Trail. The mile-long course has 20 exercise stops, _
which they practice daily.

Photos by Brian LaPeter

Keeping her chin up, Laura Hoffuian takes to the bar ·to prove
prowess on the Exercise Trail.

survive on their strict exercise
program for a week or so. Then one
day, in the middle of lifting logs, they
take off for Pizza Hut and are never
seen again on the trail.
Couples may run together, but if
they don't belong to the same class of
runners,
they may have some
problems. One of the pair might as
well bring ·a magazine to read while
the other struggles through the course.
Thumb-sucking, cry-babies never
make it through the course. Their
mouths get more exercise than their
legs.
BE. CAREFUL when choosing a
running partner. Don't pick someone
who refuses to sweat or hyperventilate.
If you "love to eat, get a partner who
lives on Tabs and yogurt.
Immediately following your trek,
don't go to certain places~ an elevator,
the Future office, a car packed with
· people and no· air-conditioning, and
other highly enclosed places.
Don't run at night with someone
who tells horror stories about the
"man in the white pants," or someone
who makes you giggle constantly .so,
you can'~ catch your breath.
With continued physical pain, you
will be hea lthier, if not happier. That
unwanted flab will be substituted for
muscle and with the coming of spring,
you're bound to get that coveted
Florida tan on a slim body.
Be sure to tell the people you know
' that running is contagious. The exer.::ise trail is approximately two weeks
old and alrel!dy five of the 33 staffers
at the Future are now advocates of the
course.

Editor's note:
This week, two Future staffers were
asked to report on their daily runs on
the Exercise Tra'il. They took to the
trail and came back with this description of a typical run.
The trail was opened on Feb. 13 by
President Trevor Colbourn.
It is
located east of Pegasus Boulevard on
the south side of campus and will be
open year round for use by faculty,
stud en ts and staff.
. After being planned for ayear, the
trail was constructed from donations .
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, as well
as other student organizations, contributed time and work. Supplies were
receieed from compa~·es such as Scotty's Homebuilders S plies and ]. C.
Penney.
·
Exercise trails originated in Europe
and · arf often used as a . rest stop.for
cramped, weary travelers .
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Juror claims B~ndy received fair trial

said. He indicated one difficult part to understand .was the question ~f how the girl
was persu~ded to go off with a man she didn't know. _ _
. - - .
David Th0mas,-a -22-)'ear:old phfsiology/p~e-fa·~ -m~j~r at UCF ~s the-secondThe lab reports on a-white varHhat- -was ttnked tcr Bi,mdy and the Leach girl are
to the last juror to agree to convict Theodore Bundy of murdering Kimberly Diane
what convinced Thomas Bundy was guilty of the murder. Blood stains found in
Leach.
the van matched the blood types of Bundy and Kimberly Leach, he said.
Thomas said there were four out of the .!.2. jurors who held out at first during
"It was a hard decision to make, but I had to make the right one," Thomas said.
During deliberation some of the jurors pressured us a little, he indicated. "When it
deliberation, but that he and another woman were the last to secure their votes.
"We had questions in our minds we had to settle before we could decide," he
came time to recommend a sentence," he recalled, "I suggested life imprisonment
instead of the death sentence. l voted life because in the back of my mind I felt,
what if I was wrong?"
.
Thomas said "Bundy got a fair trial, _but by the .fact that almost eve,ry one of us
knew about his other ~u;der charges; he should have grounds for an appeal."
Bundy was convicted of murdering two Chi Omega sorority sisters at Florida
State University, January 1978. He was given two consecutive death sentences for
by Barry Dillon
·the murders.
staff writer
Evidence for the Leach murder case was circumstantial Thomas said, but there
Just when inflation has soared into an impoverished orbit, UCF has been w~s too much of it to be coincidence. He continued, "As a whole, all of the
brought back to earth. The Financial Aid Office is experiencing its . best year in •evidence put together proved Bundy's guilt, but standing alone it couldn't prove
UCF's history, according to Don Baldwin, financial aid director.
anything."
·
.
·
_ ·
.
"In my nine-year career here our fixed financial aid program has 'been losing .
Some of the iurors were irritated about being sequestered Thomas said. · he said
$15,000~$20,000 a year," he said. "This year we have allo.cated an extra $6 they felt it was . an infringement on their rights, having to be locked up for six to
mill ion and can say 'yes' to another 300 students seeking assistance."
eight weeks. The trial lasted five weeks.
As reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education, the Office of Education has
received its distribution program to reduce the "arbitrary allocation" of federal
funds.
Over the past decade, the "fair share1 ' program had received criticism from the
College Scholarship Service, American Council of Education, and several college
·campuses for basing its distribution procedures on "scanty data."
In an attempt to revise the system, the Office of Education abolished the
1regional review boards that decided ,how much funding each institution would get.
The new system determines an institution's needs by reviewing more 'recent data
than the past.
..
· "The reallocation of the funds has helped the new universities and smallercolleges," Baldwin said. "They (the Office of Education) is attempting to.make up
for the past." All together, the total on all. the programs comes close to $9 million.
That is a good year. About 60 percent of our students are on some so~t of financia1
aid program.''. .
.
The five programs that are affected by the changes are: Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), College Work-Study (CWS), National
Take a quick peek of the
Direct Student Loans (NDSL) and Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG). .
first U.C.F. yearbook.
· The NDSL has requested $160,000 at the beginning of .the 1979-80 fiscal year .
.and received $26 ,000. "That's a quarter of a million dollars to help us this year,"
Pictures are on display
Baldwin said.
now m the V.C. Art
SEOG has received an extra $30,000 and CWS and additional $150,000. But
Gallery.
the NDSL was by far the most improved program this year, Baldwin said.
"Last year we processed 1.500 BEOG applications," he said, "This year we
You can still purchase a
processed 2500. That is quite an increase.''
Plans for next year have not yet been considered. "We have to wait until later
yearbook in Centralized
this year before we can determine what- we will request for next year," he said.
Services
(V.C. 217) for
"But if it's anything like this year, we',ll be faced with another good year."
by Susan Maurer

treeliincewrtter

.

Financial Aid program
receives extra $6 million

VIS·IT THE V.C.
ART GALLERY NOW!

0

.'

PrevieW collection of the 1980
yearbook pict~res!

Night Students---the rest 0£ the university is set up on a 6
p.m. to 10 p.m. schedule, one night a
week. There are no classes offered
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. on these nights
to make the trip out to UCF worth the
gas. Why couldn't this class be offered
on one night instead of two or go to a
split session where classes are offered
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and other classes
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.?
.
If UCF is as conscious of the gas
crisis as they claim, why are they
making the students come back two
nights a week for a class that could be
held .in one, or at least go to split
session? What is being offered in two
nights an<l is causing a hardship on the
night student, as well as an increased
usage qf gas and less time for studying
(remember these Forgotten People
work during the day), could be offered
·
in one night.
THEN WE come to the Platement
Center, which is really one of my
"favo rite" places. It is beyond me who .
they are placing and where they are
placing them. Here again, we have a
student "serv ice" that is only open
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. It is bad
enough having to tak.e time off from an
existing job for an interview, but here
again, the Forgotten People must -also
take time off to register for the interview. Even an advertisement for St job
in the newspaper affords you the opportunity to set up the intervi.ew over
the phone, but not the Placem nt Center at UCF!
And have you ever tried to get information on a p.articular job over the
phone from th ese' people? It would lw
easier to get blood from ::i •.• ,.. . ·
h.
attitude i" .1.. .
- ... unrl T Pl r
-~ l11at of . "I m bus. , don't
both r me!'
If you' re fortunate
enough to get some sort of infori1rntion
from them, the mannN in whic:h it. is
given _is curt and oftPn disc:ourtC'ous.
Don't these people r<'alizr that without

from page 6

the students coming to them for job
scheduling, they wouldn't have a job?
And while on the subject of the
Placement Center, the fact comes to
mind that when Dr. Colbourn came in
as president,' the first thing he did (besides organizing a foo.t ball team).
wa-s to change the name of the school
on the assumption (so he stated) that it
would change the image of the school
from an engineering school to a lull
university. Have any of you looked at
the jobs being offered at the Placement
Center lately? The majority of
recruiters that they seem to be attracting ·is still technical, with a smattering
of business administration people.
Why was it so important to change
the established name of a school, when
they . really don't seem to be doing
anything to attract other types of
businesses? Was this job a "show of
strength" on Dr. Colbourn's part? I am
not now, hor was I ever, an
engineering studel)t, and I never felt
that the name Florida Technological
University was detrimental to my
career pursuits.
.
I would like at this time to issue a
challenge .to Dr. Colbourn . . . As
quickly as you changed the name of
the -schoo l and got ~ football team,
how about righting these wrongs for
the "Forgotten Peop!e of the Nig~t'.'?

Ye Fox

v·

&Houud~

...-

--~ ·

....::1e tlair Sty.l ing for
men&women ·

S5.99

inducl(•s shampon

eul&
st~· I<·

911 NorthMilb
Orlando, Fla. 32803
PhonC' (30S) 89fi-3434

only $11.00. You can
even make a $5. 00 deposit
if you wish.
Hurry-there's only 280 orders
left and you get a fi:ee ,
U.C.F.
mug
with
placement of an order! I

. Invite the bunch ...
mi~ a great, big bucket full of

Open House Punch
Serves 32 . .. tastes like a super cocktail!
Smoothest, most .delicious drink for any crowd!
Mix in advance, add 7UP and ice at party timeand serve from the bucket. Looks and tastes great.
Recipe :
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz . fresh lemon ju ice ·
One 6 -oz. can - • ··- frozen orange juice
One 6-oz. can frozen lemonade

Chill tngred1ents. Mix ,,.., ,_ ~ i addtnrr ..,, , ·- ,,.,. auc e .
. ~ r-CJP 7ast. Add drops of
- 'red food coloring (optional) : stir
Add ice. orange and lemon
sl!ces. Puts punch rn any party.'

I
'

Southern Comfort
Nothings so delicious as Comfort ® on-the-rocks!

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 80 · 100 PROOF L/OUEUR. ST. l OUIS. MO 63132
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Festival showcases films
Movies areq't just made in
Hollywood. Independent filmmakers
are creating thougl).t provoking and
exciting entertainment films which can
be seen at the 1980 Florida Independent Filmmakers Festival Showcase at
the Tampa Theatre, in downtown
Tampa, March 1 and 2.
This festival presents films made
outside the conventional mold of
commercial film. Personal, alternative
and innovative points of view highlight
these independent short films made in
Florida or by ·a Florida Resident.
Sevent)f-n'ine films were entered from
around the state of Florida and from
out-of-state· filmmakers who are
'residents of Florida or made their films
in Florida.
Thirty-eight films were chosen by
the panel to be shown at the Tampa
Theatre and each
receive an
honorarium and Flori Award. This

Guitarist
performs
:lassical
guitarist
Richard
Provost will present a concert
and conduct a workshop during
weekend appearances at UCF
Feb. 29, and March 1.
Provost will perform on both sixstring classical guitar and on the
five-course baroque guitar.
The concert begins at 8:30 p.m.,
Feb. 29, in the Engineering
Building auditorium at UCF:
Admission is $2 general, $1
students. · '
The Provost workshop will be
held March ·1 at I p.m .

showcase features a diversion program
of documentary, animated, comedy,
experimental and sh~rt st?_TY film9-J
.. In addition ·to screenings of Flori
Award Winning films, the showcase
features wm:kshops. Admission to the
1980 Florida Independent Filmmakers
Festival Showcase is $2 per film
screening, $8 per one day pass, $4 per
workshop, and $15 per two day pass.
Discounts are available for Tampa
Film Club annual members.
°Facilities will be available for any
•16mm or su"per 8ipm filmmakers to ·
screen their works at the Store Front,
behind Tampa Theatre on Florida
Avenue, March I. Video equipment
will be available March 2, for
videographers. All are welcome to attend these open screenings with no
charge. Hours of availability will be
posted at the Tampa Theatre box office.

sec p·resents

'A Hatful of Rain'
Acclaimed among the -finest off
Broadway plays of the l 950's, ','A Hatful of Rain" sweeps through life in the
lower east side of New York.
John Pae, played by Richard Perinchief, and his wife Celia, played by
Cathy Seminara, come to life and cope
with every emotion. John Pope Jr., a
war hero and former prisoner of war,
returns to New York and finds living
and loving difficult. Shall he succeed?
It will be presented March 6-9 at 8
'p.m. at the Fine Arts Theatre at
Seminole Community College off 1792, west of Sanford. Admission is free,
seating will be on a first come first
.serve basis.

An evening·With

.. PatMetheny Group
"the hottest
country.''

new jazz: group in

·N.Y..Tlmes

VC exhibits photos

P~tty Maples of Delrn Delta Delta sorority making her way through
the rain is one of the photos now on display in the VC Art Gallery.
Selected Photos from ·, the yearbook will remain on exhibit until the
end of the quarter.

- MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY &SATURDAY

uero-tJiat'
i,,~~~uie hero// s ~~
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· VCARSp.m.
Students $5.SO w/UCF l.D. G.P. $6.50
Student tickets available-at Centralized Services
Gen. Public tickets available at
Centralized Services and uspal ticket outlets

Brian LaPeter/Future

PLITT REDUCED

TICKETS AVAILABLE
FROM STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

OFFICE.
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Tapestry levels listeners with jazz music
by Rachel Platt
•taff writer

The dollar doesn't seem to buy_much
anymore.
But put two dollars
together, and you can buy a night of
Tapestry's good music at the Level IIf
Lounge North.
The music played by the Taoesti:y
foursome is a mixture. According to
flutist
and
saxophonist
David
Philbrick, "It's a mixture that will appeal to a lot of different types."
The
group
has
diversified
backgrounds in music-classical disco
rock, blues, la tin and jazz, all of which
have influences of their music.
Tapestry performs the soft rock of
Stev.ie Wonder and Billy Joel, the
classical melodies of George Gershwin,
the jazz of George Benson, Tom Scott
·~and Grover Washington, Jr. and the
whimsey of Walt Disney. Tapestry also
.plays original compositions:
Each member ot the band writes.
According to the members, writing is a
challenging experience that enables
then; to branch out and grow.
Ahd growth is one basis for their
success. Another is how well the group
communicates to their audience. They
·say they believe their total-itv of success
in their expressiveness. Bass player
Ron Mozee said, "When ·1 see smiles on
the faces iti the audience, I know I've
done my job."
But Tapestr:y really doesn't con~ider

.SJOPADS

· UKE

· m1SONE~ ·
I.

•playing music the equivalent of 9 to 5
work. Philbrick explains, 'Tm m'aking
a l!;ing doing what I really love to
do.
Mozee had. another _job before
playing music for a living. He taught
at a private Catholic School and an
elementary school on Merritt Island. .
Ron saw no money in it and moved on.
All members in the group played
with other bands before coming to
Tapestry. "We all struck out in the
groups we played in," recalled drum
player Marc Clermont. "Now we all
stand out in one band together."
Tapestry was formed only six months ago. Since then, they have opened
for Herbie Mann at his concert at·The
:Great Southern Music Hall and played I
at Valentyne's and Level III. They are
about to release a tape.
·
'Tapestry says they have been ap·proached by local disc jockeys interested in playing their music. But
they are waiting for everything to fall
into place before their music is played
on the radio. They want the tape to be
out and be available to listeners before
the music goes on the air. They say ·
they are hoping for a record deal from
the tape.
All four men want to make Orlando
the group's home.
According fo
Philbrick, "We love the people and the
· climate."
If crowds are an indication of sue-

By hiring a vet. That's right,

.for further details. please
unemployment is stiff a.
call The National Alliaoce
problem among veterans. A of Busmessm" .
.
. ·
b
en m your c11y.
proibl.e?' you can~1ve .Y. Or call (202) 254-7105.
·
prov1dmg on-the-Job tram- .
ing.
AF'l.clicSeNice<:I

II
~

.

Ths /IMwlPIPlf '

The~Qulco

South Orlando Campus
-HELP US PLAN

cess, Tapestry has been ·accepted.
Thry seem to be building a devoted
following in the area. Shawn Cury,
UCF student and member of the Level
III audience said, "Tapestry is the best
band I've seen in any club."
Level III Lounge, located on
Semoran Boulevard, allows close contact with the band. The members say
they · feel the room has a good atmosphere. It has an intimate setting
that allows them close contact with the

Art Association sponsors
annual

Creative gallery presents
uncommon photographs .
The Creative Gallery wi}l be
presenting an exposition of uncommon
photography by Paul Butterfield.
The photo show, entitled "Pu~ing on
the Ritz" will ruilfrom- Nla_rch 4~Apr11
5.
.
The gallery is located at 324 Park
Ave. South, in the hidden garden areas
of Winter Park. The hours are 11 a.~~
to (p~. Tuesday throughSaturd.ay
.--:::·

~~·~--------------------------.......----------------~

DISCOUN.T TICK.ETS .
~·

Reg.

.-1'1f!!!'{';/

1

FALL '·80

-

..

SPG.'88

8.25

· Discount

6.00

Busch Gardens
Rosie O'Gradys

Available at half price

Eastern Federal
Wometco (Park ~ast & West)
General Cinema
Interstate 6
Plaza ocking Chair
Great Southern Music Hall
University Drive-In

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.50 .
2.50

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

Once Upon A Stage
Musicana \
Theatre On Park
.
Grapefruit Production

13.00
10.75
7.50
3.00

10.00
9.0.0
5.50
2.00

Annie Russell Theatre
Edyth Bush Theatre·

Dicounts available atbox
office with U.C.F. l.D.

PAT METHENY GROUP·Last day to get your tickets! Students with
1.0.-$5.50 and Gen. Public-$6.50 .

CAR .POOL .LIST-Wantto share the expense of riding to .school? Stop
by and check out our carpool list.
.
ROSIE O'GRADY$·We have a limited amount of half off membership
cards for Bosies. Stop by and save!
·
YEARBOOK-Sales are going fast so o~cfer your 1980 ¥ea~book today!
Only 280 yearbooks remain. Cost is only$ l l .00.
·
·
-·
BABYSITitNQ AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE·Availabl~ to
students who wish to earn cash part-time or rieed these services. '·
_ ..LAMINATING SERVICE·We laminate photos, diplomas, and
iiiiii doeuments on wood plaques.at thr lowest cost available.

1-

1
11

DROP THIS REPLY IN ANY CAMPUS MAILBOX

and· the gallery is open to the public .
There is no charge for this event.
Paul · ButterDeldls -fhe- fristrudor .of
the Creative Darkroom Techniques
course at Seminole Community
College.

The SPOT is on
CENTRALIZED
SERVICES

----~---------------~---------·
~hone·~~~~~~
SU.M '80

sidewalk . festival

The Winter Garden Art Association
and "People's Choice" awards of $ l 00
will sponsor its first annual Winter
each . Twenty merit awards of $50
Garden Art Festival March l and 2, in
each will be handed out at the Winter
downtown Winter Garden. The . Garden festival.
sidewalk festival will award a $500 . Viewing hours for the festival will be
cash prize .to its "Best Of Show" winfrom 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 2
ner.
. to 6 p.m. Sunday.
°The first annual festival will have
Ms. Lenore Hart is chairman of the
five cat;lgories: graphics/drawing, · art festival committee. Approximately
photography, . crafts, sculpture and
300 entrants are expected for this first
painting. A first place prize of $300
year, she said. and second prize of $1 SO will be
Food concessions and live music will
awarded in each catagory.
be available during the sidewalk art
There will also be "Best Display"
festival.

.

NEXT YEAR'S SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS courses
TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!
The ONE YEAR PLAN for So. Orlando is being planned
NOW. It will establish and LOCK-IN the courses to be of·
fered So That You Can Plan A.head! The result will be
published when established.
Using M.T W R F S for d•ys and M, A, N for Morn, Afternoon, and Night you could request for example: ENC 1103
MN (Comp I, Mon. Night) Specify any course (except labs) from FRESHMAN thru
GRADUATE. Minimum class size requirements are: lower
Div-15, Upper Div-12, Grad-7.
Join with friends to ensure that yout class makes it!
' INDICATE ONLY COURSES YOU WOULD TAKE & WHEN
WANTED! GIVE ACTUAL COURSE NUMBERS (Please
resp~nd thi~ week.)

audience.
Tapestry tries to give nothing less
that I 0 I percent each performance.
According to Marc Clermont, "The
group gives their best all the time."
All outside influences are abandoned
when Tapestry gets on -the stage to perform. Keyboard player Bob Rose said
he prepares himself throughout the entfre da}: for his performance at night.
Mozee summed it up, "We're like ·~
well-eoached football team."

1

f'

Centr-.lized Services is located in the Village Center-Rm.

Phone--275-2191.

""'HOURS
.
·

2 t 7.

Mon.-Fri. frqm 9a.m. toSp.m.
Sp.m. to 9p.m.--V.C. front desk
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University of Central Florlda~ s

_

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offers ·.

· .

.

.

1980·CLA5SES for FRESH.AN thru GRADUATE stud~nts

tHE ABOVE COURSU FIT INTO Y~UR SCHEDULE AS FOLLOWS:

...
Required For
Bus. ·Malors ·
ENC 1103
ENC3352
MAC1104
·ACC2324
BUL3111
:.SPC1014

Approved Environmental•
For Business MaJors
GE033701\
EGN4824; EN
HSC3328 >HR
EDF3255 >ED
SOC3150 ·}
ADV4801 · SS
SSl4932
ENC 3352 >HF.

Basic Envlronmentals
For Eveflone -REQUIR1>:
ENC 1103
SPC 1014
DESIRABLE:PSY 2013
MAC 1104
Z001020
AMH3310

Adv. Envlronmentals
For Everyone
-aUL3111
EDF3255
QE03370
EGN4824 .
HSC3328
AMH331·0
ENC3352
SOC3150
ADV4801
SSl4932

GOMPUTER SERVICES AT soc·: - We have a Decwrlter II computer termlnal tied to the main campus.
UCF students located In SOC'• service area are encoura1ed to use this equipment. Call
. .
for a weekday time allocation between Sa~m. and 10p.m.
:_· .
·
Harris Computer users must get a dial-up access number from their teachers.
If you·want these courses
can REGISTER by PHONE TO SOC now-1 to 5 p.in. any day. Please can us.re1~11'CI- ·
Ing, other courses anc;l/or degree programs that you would llke offered at SOC.

you

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
· 7300 Lake Ellenor ~rive ·
Ph. 855·0881
.
In Orlando Central Park
·On South Ornage Blossom Tran
. Dr. R.C.HARDEN, DIRECTOR

50.-

soc
•McCOY•
~--·--*'

~eorts
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Lady Knights named state champions
by Patti Linzy

basketball team gave new meaning to
the term "underdog," knocking off the
Underdog. By dictionary definition
_top two seeds to capture the Division ·II
it is "the one that is unfavored." Most
state title. The Lady Knights barely
coaches and athletes spend a lot of time
survived the opening round with a
and effort trying to avoid being the
shakey 72-70 win over Stetson. But
long-shot, striving instead to be the
from that point on, the squad s~emed
best-the favorite. But being the team - to improve with. each game, as they
favored to win is not always. the best
upset FAMU 78-68 in the semifinals
position to be in. Just ask Bethuneand went on to down BCC 78-65 in the
Cookman College and Florida A&M.
finals.
Last weekend the UCF women's
Despite
continual
controver~
1taff writer

initiated primarily by the BCC
coach, the Lady Knights put together
what Head Coach Nancy Sirmons calls
their finest performance all year to
grab their first state title.
The height advantage BCC figured
to have with six players over 5' 11"
didn't help them, as Celestine "Tiny"
Wilson and Sonya Manley each
5'9", consistently outjumped and outrebounded the Lady Wildcats.
Wilson, known primarily for her
volleyball talents, thrilled the crowd,
as she scored 22 points an.d dominated
the board with her jumping ability.
:Sirmons says there is no one who
jumps higher ,or is stron~er. And that
night there wasn't.
If there was ·one thing that brought
out the best in "Tiny," it was a blocked
shot by BCC early in the game. "l was
never so happy to see a blocked shot in
all my life," remarked Sirmons after
the game. "Tiny doesn't ever like to~e
put _in ~ situation where she gets beat.

And when t~at shot was blocked,. it
was like getting the 'kiss of death' from
hPr ._ '!:b~t_turne.dJh_e game around for
her."
- -The victory over BCC was the high
point in Sirmon's eight-year coaching
career, but not just because it brought
with it her first state championship.
"That was really the highest high for
me as a coach, because of the way the
girls played," explained Sirmons.
"They did exactly what I told them to
do. Before the game I laid out six
, things we had to do to win. And we·
did every one of them."
The victory in the state tourney advances UCF to the regional tournament at Belhaven · College in
Jackson, Miss. March 6, 7 and 8. UCF
will face Livingston College, the state
runner-up from Alabama, .at ~ 5 p.m.
March 6. "They are a running team,"
says ~1rmons ... And they only lost the
state championship game by one point,
so it will be a very tough game for us."

Torchy' s men receive
·bid to NCAA tournament
by Fred Lee

·crosstown rivals at nine games apiece.
The game was played before as
.
a~
-~~~Y ~Il}PtY seats in the &ands a5 filloo
Despite losing to Rollins, the UCF
basketball team received a bid to the _ ones.
Rollins held a 37-34 halftime lead.
NCAA Division II post-season tourJoel
Fiser led the Tars with 24 points,
nament.
Rollins knocked off the
and Tim Mahoney had l 7.
Knights 81-7 3 in the semi-final round
Not even a ,man-to-man press in the
of the Sunshine State Conference
second half or Gerald Jones' sharpchampionship tournament.
shooting could .save the Knights.
In the championship game Florida
Jones hit 28 points, 16 in the first haff
Southern, the top-ranked team · in
to lead all scorers. Ruben Cotton
Division II, clobbered the Tars 100-74.
followed
with 16, while Bo Clark conSince UCF had beaten Rollins· twice
.
tributed
13.
during the regular season and ended
up second in the conference, the NCAA
UCF Coach Torchy Clark explained
decided to give the Knights a bid.
after
the game that hi-s team had
As the conference champions both in
trouble practicing last week. Dean
the regular season and the sec tourRossin wasn't able to practice the last
Southern was
nament
Florida
three days, and Ruben Cotton was out ·
a,utomatically given a bid to the NCAA.
for
a couple of days tending to his
tournament.
.v
sister who was ill.
UCF's record now stands at 24-3.
The Knights tackle 23-5 West
The other two losses came at the hands
Georgia in the first round of th~. NCAA
The loss to
of Florida Southern.
tournament.
Rollins ties the series between the

1tafwriter

,

.

,

,
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Brian L1~eter/Future

Gayle Blutcher, 31, lays up another two points in the game against
Florida A&M in the semi-finals of the Division II State Championship.
The Lady Kni_ghts won. 78-65 .

.Baseball team begins season.undefeated

lett runners on base in six innings.
The UCF baseball team has impressed everyone, especially their opponents, by
The Knights tackle Florida International tomorrow and Sunday at 1:30 p.m. on
racing to an early 4-0 record. In those games, the Kn ights have outscored their · the UCF field. South Florida comes to town for a 3: 15 p.m. contest.
rivals 29-7.
They opened the season by crushing Washington and Lee 10-0. Against Tampa,
Warren Pickett's three-run homer in the 11th inning gave UCF a 9-6 win. FIT was
the next victom 4-0, and Divisfon I power Iowa State was knocked off 6-1·.
.
Coach Bill Moon said he is pleased with -the team's prog.ress so hr, and "You
have to hope it stays like .this."
The Knig~ts came out swing.ing in the home opener against Washington and
Lee. Right Fielder Sam Natille hit three doubles to tie a school record.
.
.
Three runs in the first inning got UCF going. Tim F~skett smashed the first pitch
for a triple and later scored on Natille's first double. Natille score~ along ~ith
Glenn Mill~r, when Robert Smith drove a hard grounder_ down the third base Im~.
Left fielder Joe Smitelli scored in the second after he_ hit _a d_ouble do~n .the third.
base line. Three more runs were picked up in the third mnmg. Natil~e s seco~d
double of the game scored two runners, while the other one came m on Tim
Foskett's single to right center.
Another run was scored in the fourth, and hvo more came in the eighth.
It was a little tougher against FIT Sunday. The Knights were l~d at the plate by
Glenn Miller Robert Smith and Frank Surmaczewicz, who all went 2-4. Both of
Smith's singl~s came on beautifully-placed bunts down the thi~d base li_ne.
UCF scored a run in the second, when Smith placed the first of his bunts and
eventually came home on a slow grounder to shortstop.
.
In the fourth inning, Warren Pickett scored on a ~alk . The FIT pitcher started
his motion but instead of the ball reaching the plate, it dropped to the mound.
The ~th~r two Knight runs came in the eighth inning. Surmaczewicz· single
cored Glenn Miller and Warren Pickett.
.
"We had a couple of chances to break this ga me wide open, " said Moon. " It's Tim Foskett, 12, slides into the plate during the team's
not that we' re lazy, but we're trying too hard in certain situations.". The Knights. the season in which the Knights beat Washington & Lee .

•

BrtanL1Peter/Fuhire

first game of
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Controversy over balls upsetstennis team

by Jim Ames
staff wrtter

The impressive rhen's tennis squad is still rolling along under the guidance of
Coach Henry Brandon. The Knights bounced back with two big wins following a
controversial 5-4 lo~s to South Florida.
The controversy in the South FJorida match centered around the balls USF supplied for their home match .. The standard ball used in collegiate level competition
is manufactured by Penn. But South Florida supplied Dunlop made.balls, which
are a much heavier ball than the regulation Penn product.
·
Team Captain Tom Jucci commented on the USF match, "It's never right to
make excuses, but when you play every season match with one type of ball, it's
tough to adJust without notice."
,
UCF's top .four singles players.wer~ defeated, but Gilbert Chappell pulled his
match at the fifth slot in three sets, 4-6, 6-3, 7-6. Dave Stauble took a win at sixth
singles with scores of 6-3, 6-1.
The Knights second and third doubles team won their matches, but the UCF
singles victories were too much to overcome for the overall win,' ending a six
match UCF winning streak.
The Knights -bounced back from their controversial defeat by crushing the
University of Tampa, 9-0 .
_ Luccj won at first singles 6-1, 3-6, 6-1 in the o~ly m_atch that would go three sets

·in the afternoon . Kyle L~ngill roffed 6-0, 6-0, while Dave Chafe took third singles
6-4, 6-2.
.
Eddie Krass followed Chafe at the fifth seed with a victory, 7-6, 6- l.
Undefeated freshman Gilbert Chappell allowed his foe only on game 6-0, 6-1,
but Dave Stauble was even less generous, winning with scores of 6-0, 6-0 .
After a Tampa forfeit at first doubles, Tom Tucker, a recent team addition from
Lakeland, joined Gilbert Chappell at second doubles to win 6-4, 6-0. Eddie Krass
and Dave Chafe won 6-2, 6-1 to secure a 9-0 romp.
The netters then traveled to Melbourne to face Florida Institute of Technology
· as the Kn.ights made quick work of the engineers winning 8-1.
.
Jucci took first singles 6-2, 7-5 to raise his personal reco.r d to 8-1 on the season.
Kyle Langill lost his match 4-6, 6-7 at second singles, but all of the r~maining
would end in UCF victories.
Dave Chafe lifted his personal record to 8-1 also as he won 6-4, 6-4 at third
singles, and sophomore Eddie Krass took a win in the fourth slot 6-2, 6-2.
Gilbert Chappell, a Merritt Island product, remained undefeated on the
season (9-0) winning at number five.
·
Dave Stauble won with scores of 6-0. 6-l, as the talented senior allowed his op- ,
ponent only one game in his last two outings.
In doubles, the team of Stauble and Langill won in three sets 4-6, 6-4, 7-5, while
Lucci and Chappell had little trouble in second doubles winning 6-1, 6-1.

We Can Help Fill Your
Easter ·Basket

I

\

I
I

i

!

r<

The approaching holiday season means mor-e job openings are
available now in the Watt Disney Wortd·.Vac~tion Kingd~m. Ifs ydt1r
: op9ctirt~ntty to earn an "extra payc.heq:k" that can really make ~ ;'. .
. , dltfere~ ..f'lus, an Easter job wittt:~-.cast gtJarantees you ~irst .
· . cons.i derationforsummeremployment.:Wecan make getting to your job
easier, too, with programs tike express btts- service from Orlando,
.computerized car pool lists and independent vanpooling programs.
Now's the time to apply for a ·tull or part-time po·sition in one of the
following areas:
• Food/Beverage • Lifeguards • Custedial
• pperations • Merchandising • Resort: Hotels

Basketball-page

6

:team UCF played, and they did fairly
well. Sure, we might lose some games,
but we might also see some comp"etition.
The second option is to schedule
·stronger Division II learns. Who wants
to see the Webbers and Memorials?
There are a number of Division II
that ceuld provide good
teams 'close
[ games . and perhaps good riv a hies .
Flor.ida, A&M is one, Valdosta State
and other Georgia schools are others.
I'm proud of our team and its success. I feel, however, that the athletic
department owes the fans a respectable
schedule. There's a saying in sports
that "you're. as good as the teams you
. play." I would vary to say attendance is equi\ialent to the level of competition.
J.W . Ames

To reach the Walt Disney World Employment
Office, exit 1-4 atthe Lake Buena Vista/535
exit. Go-north eight miles, then follow
the signs to the Casting Building.
Open Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Saturday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
·

.Casablanca Clo1hing.

C:ofipany

~

.<//inta9e. &: 'Unu.iua/. C!.lotllin.9

wan. IV)isney World@
--

- ·-

1217 N . ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO, FL 32804

PHO":'~ (~~:5) 894 - 193~

-.

Se>uthern .P.h o.t o:·,

Five good reasons
why you should choose··
Criterion ·Auto Insurance!

Photo.·s-u pplies
· ;c~~~ras-_• St~~~S.-· ~:. Frame,s ~ l~taft~·!

Portraits

l· Criterion is a highly regarded, finan cially· :1trong company which speciali ies in automobile ins.urance
prot~c1 ion.
2. Out ;tanding claim service is provided by over 2,500 professional
claim representatives located
throughout the country.
3. Criterion offers a complete line of
coYerages to protect you, your fam. ily and your car.
4. A convenient payment plan is avail- ·
able to ~elp your budget.
5. A i::~riteriorf policy will protect you
no matter where you driye in the
United States and Canada.
Call today for a free, personal rate quQtation. Of course, there is no obligatio'n
of any kind. Call 645-1488
.

JIM RICHARDSON
3131 CORRINE DR, ORLANDO, FLA.

-c -ri terion
INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office: Washington. D.C.

Weddi_rigs • ·Passports &~·:i)~'s.
'Open: M~n-Sat 9.:.6. 3t 84. E:·Coloni~i,
Fri - till ~· jHerndon Plaza
Suii_!Jay
l-5
:89(;_-1724
-. . . - .... . , ...

STIJDENJ.

OISCOUNT$

. I.

I

To the sistert
and pledaes of

Alpha Chi Omega
·1our the gr~atest bunch of
sisters an Elf wer had~
Lots of Alpha Chi l0tte,

Alfie Elf
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Three UCF Grapplers make grab at Nationals
by Laura Hoffman
sporta editor

.

Three UCF wrestlers are competing
in the Nationals Tournament, today,
tomorrow, and Sunday in Omaha,
Ne!:?.
Sophomore Bob Wimberly has been
wrestling since the 10th grade at
Miami South Dade High School. His
football coach sugge~ted he try
wrestling because of his small size.
Last ye;u while wrestling for the
University of Florida, he won second
place at the World Cup Trials, in Minneapolis, Minn.
Wimberly is a
physical education major but would
like to do something in the field of
psychology after he graduates.
This is Doug Peters eighth year
wrestling and four of those years he's
spent at UCJ'.. While he played fresh~
man football at Lyman High School in
Longwood, the wrestling coach there
needed someone to wrestle in the 100pound class. At the time Doug weighed
about 86 pounds.
Peters has been to Nationals every
year through college, but he's never

,_ coaching high school · wrestling at
Lyman after he graduates.
Peters said the team really pulled
together this week, with the help of
Coach Joe Corso and also Mike Aspesi,
"a guy that does a lot but never gets
any credit."
Rich Dombrowski is from New York
and has been wrestling for 13 years.
As a ·~rough kid," DombrowskCused to
hang around the high school a lot and
watch the older guys wrestle. Finally
the coach let him work out with them.
Last year he placed sixth at nationals.
Another wrestler, Bart.. Biddle · wa~
voted out of going to nationals by the
coaches who decided who should go
and who shouldn't. His teammates all
agreed that it was Biddle's style of
wrestling that held him back, but as
said, "He beat the hell
Senior .Rich Dombrowski takes on Coach Joe Corso in readying him- Dornbrowski
out of the guy, and he should have
. self for the Nationals Tournament that is being held today, made it."
. tomorrow, and Sunday in Omaha, Neb.
"It was a real tear jerker," .Peters explaced. Peters said he feels he's in the
plained. "It was the biggest let down
year, and I think I have a good shot to
best shape he's ever been in C!nd that he
I've had in all of my athletics, to see a
do so this year," he said. He added
has the experience needed to tackle the that this year he's "mentally ready."
guy work so hard and win and then not
make it," he added.
~ationals.
should have placed last
· Peters has been · off.e red a job

·:r

...

Senior Doug Peters (left) and Sophomore Bob W~(right) tackle . supports the men's confidence in their talents and hopes they
th~ tough job of prep~r!ng for t~e _nat~onals. Coach Corso says ~e ·. in the tournament. Photos by Brian LaPeter.

all place :

15 % STUDENT DISCOUNT
Privileges with Student I.D.
DISCOUNTS on complete Italian dishes including specials except Friday.
DISCOUNTS on Take-out pizza everyday.

f!lta>Mf,,; 'j ..Italian ~4u'Panl
Open 11 am to 11 pm, Saturday & Sunday 5:00 to 1O pm
7325 Aloma Avenue (Goldenrod)
Orlando, Florida 32807

Announcing The End Of
The Dull Skull •••.

Plant a Free Mountain Hat on your rioggin and
watch the fun begin! Zany styles to choose
from, complete with Antlers, Horns, or Wings!

And The Beginning Of Neat
Feet!
Now that you've got your head togett)er, slip
your toes into a great-looking pair of· Eskil's
Clogs and experience happy feet!

All the New Campus Looks Are
V{aiting For You At the OQ
o~quarter
and Shops

.

Downtown At Orange Avenue and Washington
2 Restaurants • Open Every Day 8 AM 'til Midnight
8 Shops • Open Every Day 1 0 AM 'tit 9 PM • Sunday Noon 'til 5

Shamp_oo/ Cut/Blow Dry
NOW

.,,,

REG. $15;00
~,w~s~

.

W~ .

·

Located In The Jamajo Plaza
4905 E. Colonial Dr., Ori.
1 Mi. East of Fashion Square
Across From Herndon Airport

~~I&°"'~-'. ~ s. ~
. twl;~~
OPEN 9-7 MON.-~AT.

.

NO APPT. NECESSARY

8944144 H •

· · ~~==~;iii_~-~---~-:.-~.-~·
---~---~
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VILLAGE CENTER EVENTS
'

Stud~n~ Government,

VC Popul~r En~ertainment Committee and Y106

HR••V

BH8Plll
-

.

March 10 ·8 p.m. Gym
Students free ·w/UCF l.D. to benefit the food policy center
Tickets now available!
General Public $6.00
· Cinema Classiques
Ken Russell Series
· ~tarring:.

Twiggy
Tommy Ture
Christopher
Gable
~.

.:··.

Slamng JASON Wlll!AMS SU/ANN[ llllOS IOSiPH HUDGI NSa~ ~ ~lll!IM HllNI

~

IN METRO COLOR

and

Flash Gordon ·
. i

Mar. 5 8:30 p.m •
. VCAR

Feb. 29 & Mar. 2 8:30 p.m. VCAR

UCF Students free w/ID G.P. $1.00

UCF Students free w/ID G.P. $1.25

~UDITIONS
Tues
March 11
. 7 ·9 p.m.

Weds·
March 12
S· 7 p.m.

- Thurs
March 13
4-6 p.m.

VCAR

Call X2117 for information
Stop by Room 197 for perusal materials

r.

·BLACK AWARENESS WEEK
movies:

BSU & VC Speakers Committee presents

Minister Louis Farrakhan March 6
~

Scott Joplin
March 3

The Learning Tree
March 4

.8 :30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

· free

VCAR

O

.

7:30 p.m. VCAR

free

VCAR

o~{)a~c

· ~O~~~
0
~ ~:f~

9:J (}

· ~~~~~

· . The Village Center Activities Board is f un ded ·
through the Activity and Service F ees, as
allocat ed by th e Studen t Govern ment of UCF.

-

Green Entertainment
·
- lt/J
John Bayley
March 5 11 • 1 p.m. VC Green

